
The Hidden Work 

Chapter 13, Part 5 
  
 8:00 Piandjo: ahh.. Silverdale sounds better now. 
 » hello hawklady! 
 8:01 Hawklady: hi Piandjo, good to see you 
 8:01 Lost_horizon: Hi, who hasn't signed in yet? 
 8:01 Adlucem: Hi all! 
 8:01 Pathworld: froze 
 8:01 Lost_horizon: Welcome, everyone 
 8:01 Hawklady: my screen keeps freezing, anyone else? 
 8:01 Jim_h: Freezing up again 
 8:01 Adlucem: Mine tooo 
 8:02 Pathworld: me too 
 8:02 Piandjo: guess we might get a lot more of those divine "spaces between the words" tonight... 
 8:02 Hawklady: at least it's not a user issue 
 8:02 Lost_horizon: I'll see... I think it's being taken care of 
  
 8:02 Adlucem: Hi Path! 
 8:03 Pathworld: hi mel 
 » hi hawk 
 » and all 
 8:03 Lost_horizon: any picture now? 
 8:03 Adlucem: Screen's dark 
 8:03 Jim_h: no 
 8:03 Hawklady: Path, long time no talk 
 8:03 Pathworld: nope 
 » ya 
 8:03 Lost_horizon: ok 
 8:03 Piandjo: negative on picture here 
 8:04 Vadere: hello 
 8:04 Piandjo: ditto sound 
 8:04 Lost_horizon: no sound either? 
 » ok 
 » LOTS of lag 
 » try pause / play 
 8:05 Markroche: sound and pic back, but very stacato 
 8:05 Lost_horizon: yes 
 8:05 Hawklady: another ad!!!!! 
 8:05 Piandjo: but....but... but oh heck 
 8:06 Adlucem: gone again. 
 8:06 Pathworld: playing hide and seek with us humm 
 8:07 Piandjo: very staccato indeed, both picture and sound. 
 8:07 Pathworld: we had lag last night and this at the start 



 8:08 Lost_horizon: Justin, prince of Badlag 
 8:08 Pathworld: lol 
 8:08 Silverdale: I am keeping Davidposted on lack of audio and visual transmission ... 
 8:09 Adlucem: Did I miss something last night, Path? 
 8:09 Silverdale: They are trying to "repair" the system ... 
 8:09 Hawklady: does everyone had the opportunity to call in? 
 » have 
 8:09 Adlucem: no 
 8:09 Lost_horizon: Should come back up any minute... 
 » everyone can call in 
 8:10 Piandjo: here is the big work secret,.. you have to do one simple thing, and that is.... 

er....ck......and then........ and thats it. 
 8:10 Lost_horizon: to call: 
 8:10 Hawklady: lmao Piandjo 
 8:10 Lost_horizon: 218-862-3987 Access code: 291472# 
 » can you hear them ok? 
 8:11 Adlucem: no. gone again 
 8:11 Pathworld: 3 words then nothing 
 8:11 Lost_horizon: Up to 200 can call in 
 » if you can, that might be the way to go 
 8:12 Vadere: keeps dropping 
 » and starting the ad 
 8:13 Lost_horizon: (20 viewers, 11 signed in) 
 » We're carrying on the show on the phone 
 » please call if you can 
 » (if you wish) 
 » Phone number: 218-862-3987 
 » Access code: 291472# 
 » We can keep using the chat as well 
 8:14 Silverdale: The chat log is still available to all of us ... 
 8:15 Adlucem: it's back! 
 8:15 Silverdale: With a 5 minute delay ... 
 :16 Hawklady: oh good Adlucem 
 8:17 Adlucem: gone again 
 8:18 Pathworld: we consecrated my labyrinth 
 8:18 Lost_horizon: Consecration vs. Blessing being spoken about now 
 8:19 Hawklady: We are in the world but not off it 
 8:19 Silverdale: off it? or of it? LOL 
 8:19 Hawklady: lol 
 8:20 Silverdale: chuckling continues ... 
 8:20 Hawklady: me too 
 8:20 Pathworld: yes it must be drunk by the priest 
 8:20 Silverdale: I want to be a priest ... 
 8:21 Pathworld: lol 
 8:21 Lost_horizon: lol 
 8:21 Piandjo: you are,my friend,in more ways than you know... 
 8:21 Silverdale: When you go on a spree ... 
 8:22 Piandjo: the wine notwitstanding! 



 8:22 Silverdale: go whole hog including the wine .. 
 8:22 Piandjo: lol 
 8:22 Jim_h: All phenomena is illusion 
 8:23 Markroche: or Prasad, food consecrated by Gurus etc 
 8:24 Silverdale: If all phenomena is illusion why do I become inebriated? 
 8:24 Markroche: in answer to the question, yes, at least to some degree 
 8:26 Hawklady: Yes to some degree as well 
 8:26 Hawklady: Yes to some degree as well 
 8:29 Pathworld: ok new name for me path of essance 
 8:31 Hawklady: I remember when i'm home but once I leave the house it's hard for me to 

remember 
 » to do the doorway exercise 
 8:33 Pathworld: page139 
 8:34 Hawklady: starting with 'when the food..... 
 » putting in the effort from time to time to create a scared meal, how to we select the food while 

shopping, when picking mushroom or do we select the right mushrooms 
 8:36 Lost_horizon: ("sacred"... don't want to scare the food) 
 8:36 Hawklady: I ask which ones would like to come home with me for a special meal...... oh my 

.... maybe i shouldn't type today 
 » lol 
 » can't stop laughing 
 8:37 Lost_horizon:  
 8:37 Silverdale: The big fish said to he little fish: "Be careful! If you swallow the worm you may 

end up in a boat ... and later on a dinner table ... and later ... 
  
 8:40 Hawklady: it feels like a vast ocean and we are all drinking from it, and there is plenty more 
 8:52 Pathworld: dance of the absolute 
 8:54 Lost_horizon: (41 viewers, 7 signed in, connection at Justin is intermittent) 
 » (Path, what was that related to?) 

 8:59 Sinhog: Note : Mercury is currently in Retrograde ,,,these transmission problems are to be 
expected 

 8:59 Lost_horizon: Thanks, Sinhog 
 » (and welcome!) 

 9:00 Silverdale: Piandjo's invocational dinner if I intuited correctly ...Lost ... 
 9:00 Sinhog: yw,,,, and IMO ,, the higher the spiritual development ,, the more prone one is to the 

influences ,,,, it is no wonder that David and Iven are effected 
 9:01 Lost_horizon: Thank you, Silverdale 
 » (probably so, Sinhog) 

 
 9:01 Markroche: An interesting fiction book that explores some of what Iven is speaking about is 

The Kin of Ata Are Waiting for You. 
 9:02 Pathworld: im looking for a short grace to say before eating, would u share with me your 

favorite my e mail ispathwalker@sbcglobal.net 
 9:03 Markroche: here's a real short one someone I knew used--please excuse any irreverence 

God's neat Let's eat. 
 9:04 Silverdale: Rub a dub dub ... Thanks for the grub ... yeah God! (for Path - LOL) 



 9:04 Lost_horizon: I'll send you one, Path 
 9:04 Pathworld: ty 
 9:04 Silverdale: Sorry for my irreverence ... 
 9:05 Hawklady: could you share with me as well lost horizon 
 9:05 Lost_horizon: yes... don't think I have your email, Hawklady 
 9:05 Hawklady: shikoba@quietmind.us --- thank you 
 » I like that Silverdale,  

 9:09 Lost_horizon: Thank you all 
 9:10 Pathworld: thank you all 
 9:10 Hawklady: Thank you David, Iven and all and thank you Harry for sharing your 

 

 


